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Global Youth Assembly
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EVENT

PROGRAM

Meet at Spar Shipping - Nyhavn 71, 
Copenhagen



Departure to Youth Island



Opening Ceremony at the 
Amphitheatre



Student Workshops & 

Domes of Life Part 1



Lunch/Reflection Workshops

Assembly in Hangar



Music in Space/Sky Concert



Afternoon Break/Ferry departure to 
Nyhavn



Domes of Life Part 2



Ferry departure to Nyhavn



Stakeholder dinner at Medrum

08.45 13.40

09.00
14.00

09.50
14.30

10.30
15.00

12.20

17.05

18.30



What does a future that works for all look like to you?
7 workshops empowering youth to answer this question

What’s the future?

Visual Arts workshop with 
Mervyn Kurlansky

Planet friendly food

A vegetarian food 

workshop with Martin Keller

Seeing together

A drawing and 

mindfulness workshop with 
Katya Stukalova


“The SDGs are our collective plan for the 
future, but what does a future that works 
for everyone look like?  In this workshop 
we will harness the power of visualisation 
and explore how visual arts can be used 
to communicate shared views and help 
reconcile different understandings of 
desirable futures. Our ambition is to 
launch a global campaign in connection 
with UN’s Summit of the Future in 2023. 
As participant in this workshop you will 
get a unique chance to share your ideas 
and become co-creator of a pilot 
project.” 



Mervyn Kurlansky is an internationally renowned 
and multi award winning designer and visual artist. 
He is active in design education and serves on 
design juries for both educational, cultural and 
professional organizations, world-wide. His work is 
in the permanent collection of the Museum of 
Modern Art, New York and in 2011 he received the 
International Council of Communication Design 
President's award for his outstanding contribution 
to Design.


At this workshop you may begin to 
understand the catastrophic impact 
meat consumption has on people and 
planet: Pollution of drinking water, loss of 
biodiversity, increased greenhouse gas 
emissions, hunger and general health 
problems. You will also learn about the 
positive impact consumption of plant 
based food has on our nature, economy, 
animal welfare, food waste and health. 
Last but not least we will prepare a 
delicious wok-meal  based on cabbage, 
ginger, basil, turmeric, black pepper, 
lemon and honey.  Bon appetite! 



Martin Keller is a popular TV-Host, musician and 
SDG advocate, who has dedicated his time to 
create positive impact in the world.  Martin has 
served as UNICEF, Fairtrade and WWF 
Ambassador and is currently member of the 
Board of Trustees at WWF. After serving as an 
SDG consultant for Copenhagen City a number of 
years, he has now joined the Danish Vegetarian 
Association (DVF) where his main focus is to 
promote a sustainable food revolution.

Seeing together is a collaborative drawing 
workshop that could be seen as a hybrid 
of a teamwork exercise and a collective 
mindfulness session. Study of the typical 
Danish seaside skyline with its limited 
color palette and minimalist outline sets 
an achievable framework for 8-10 
students to create a panoramic image 
presenting a variety of individual 
perspectives, perceptions and manual 
techniques, but at the same time united 
and coherent.



Katya Stukalova is an artist, curator and art 
educator from Ukraine. Having a background in 
curating international new media art events and 
editing contemporary art magazines, she is now 
primarily focused on her own artistic practice. She 
also teaches urban sketching as a way to explore 
the world around us and connect with it and each 
other in a new more meaningful way.




What does a future that works for all look like to you?
7 workshops empowering youth to answer this question

WTF?!

A workshop about speaking 

your truth and making your 
voice heard with Louise Scheele

How to become a 
changemaker

An action oriented workshop 
with Morten Toft

Music in space

A music workshop with 
Bjørn Vidø


You have something important to say. You 
have something important to listen to as 
well. This workshop is about finding your 
important message and learning how to 
communicate it, so that others will listen 
with their minds and their hearts. We 
write and speak together. We work with 
our voices and our body language. When 
you stand in your power and speak from 
your gut, people will listen and remember 
your words. This is the first step towards 
change!



Louise Scheele is an educator, writer, public 
speaker and TV host working for the Danish 
publisher Gyldendal. She is active in childrens and 
youth democracy, where she is dedicating her 
time to educating young people in political 
speechwriting and speech holding. She strongly 
believes in the power of communication, your 
personal WHY and having fun whilst learning. 


What are your personal dreams and goals 
and how do you make them a reality?  
What skills do you need to  become a 
true CHANGEMAKER?  In this workshop 
you get to explore how you can create a 
successful and rich life for yourself, 
benefit your community and become co-
creator of a future that works for all.  It is 
about taking responsibility for something 
bigger than yourself and making a 
difference through concrete action.  
Promise: You will be inspired and 
surprised by MR. RICH 



MR. RICH alias Morten Toft is a Lecturer, Coach, 
Author & Changemaker. As a speaker and 
communicator, he is committed, humorous and 
inspiring. Morten is the author of several  books 
focused on innovation and entrepreneurship and 
he is founder of an organization that is now known 
nationwide as Danish Hospital Clowns. Morten's 
purpose in life is to help and support young 
people through his changemaker concept. 


During these challenging times, with an 
accelerating climate emergency, a global 
pandemic and a war in Europe, we all 
need to refresh our perspective and to 
find hope. Music in Space is a multi-
artistic event, played live in a mix of the 
original music supported by powerful 
speeches of hope and optimism. In this 
workshop you get to work with the Danish 
musician and composer Bjørn Vidø who 
has created the event. We will rehearse 
some of the songs and at the end of the 
day you will get the chance to join the 
concert as a back-up vocalist.  



Bjørn Vidø is a cutting edge artist, musician, film 
composer and sound designer with a special  
focus on  sustainability. As a composer, musician, 
sound designer and marketing guru, he has won 
nemerous presigious awards such as Cannes 
Lions, Epica Awards and an Oscar Nomination.




What does a future that works for all look like to you?
7 workshops empowering youth to answer this question

Finding your inner force

A martial arts workshop with 
Shihan Ørum


Regenerative Healthy 
Futures with the 6 P's - 

a Domes of Life journey


In this workshop you will experience on your body and 
soul what Martial Arts is all about. The Danish Martial 
Art system, Dai Ki Haku - meaning " the utmost 
radiation of the inner force " was founded  by Shihan 
Oerum in 1983. It is a holistic non competitive training 
system which benefits all kinds of people regardless of 
age, gender or physical ability. We practice self 
defense and inner force to improve our fundamental 
health and strength. The purpose is to become able to 
contribute positively to ourselves, our communities 
and life around us. 



Shihan Ørum holds the rank of 10th Dan, which is the highest 
possible rank within the world of Martial Arts. He is highly 
esteemed within the global Martial Arts community and has been 
recognized and recorded in the United States Martial Arts Hall of 
Fame with a humanitarian work award.  Shihan has also founded 
“Global Cohesion” which is an initiative dedicated to educate 
people to serve the greater good and support initiatives for the 
good of humanity and all of life. 


We need to upscale the capability of our collective, 
human imagination, so we leap into a future that is life-
friendly and offers its inhabitants health and freedom 
to embrace communities and ecologies. In our 
workshop, we will demonstrate how this imaginative 
capability can be rooted in the here and now. We do 
this through a method developed by the Action 
University based on the WHO's 6 Ps for healthy cities, 
adding our own experience with opening up a field of 
regenerative culture, leadership, and collaboration. It is 
a playful approach, calling upon each one and all to 
allow the wonders of what is right here to flow into our 
common imagination. 



Christa Breum Amhøj (co-founder and chairwoman of Action 
University) and Oleg Koefoed (action-philosopher and co-
founder of Pollination Academy) are the main architects of the 
Domes of Life project - a transdisciplinary lab for regenerative 
placemaking that will unfold in Copenhagen in 2023. The 6 Ps are 
at the heart of the process, as are the methods for regenerative 
learning that we have developed for the Action University and the 
Pollination Academy. 



